
Simple Terms
Lower Costs

In a competitive, marginal market, saving money at every opportunity is key to remaining

profitable.

Like all energy suppliers, you have a responsibility to serve the interests of both your shareholders

and your customers. To do so, you need to ensure that you have access to key services, at

cost-ecost-effective rates and on the best terms to suit your business.

With the requirements of the Smart Metering Programme compelling energy suppliers to install

higher smart meter volumes, you can face a variety of challenges:

  •  You may not have the time or infrastructure to organise procurement of meters and

    associated hardware

  •  You may not wish to build or purchase a system for tracking meters, and issuing meter

    rental invoices

    •  You have better use for their cash than putting it into meter assets

  •  You may not wish to carry meters on your balance sheet

If you fall into any of the above categories, our fair and flexible Meter Asset Provider (MAP)

services can help.

Metercorp understands the challenges you face in this competitive marketplace and the

importance of competitive pricing, without any contract terms that leave you vulnerable

to exploitation by powerful funders.

Our model brings together the purchasing power of multiple energy suppliers, to provide

you with state-of-the-art meters and installation services, at pricing levels normally only

available to larger energy suppliers.

Meter Corp is at the forefront of bringing fairness and keen pricing to the wider industry.

We are able to offer this without committing you to minimum purchase levels and at

highly cost effective rental rates for your business.

TTrusted Provider

Working with Meter Corp as your trusted funding partner will deliver you the right solution

for your business. As a long-standing UK Meter Asset Provider, our experience enables

you to achieve your smart meter installation commitments.

Fair Terms

At Meter Corp we bring fairness to all energy suppliers, regardless if size or buying power.

We do not require you to commit to specific meter numbers, so just order as much as you

needneed. We offer simple, clear terms that will save you money.

Pricing

Meter Corp provides pricing that ensures your business is able to compete fairly and fully

within your market place.

All Inclusive Package

We will tailor our package to provide meters, installation services or simply funding at

levels of service you need for your business, wherever you trade in the UK.

TThe Smarter Choice

When your business is facing tighter margins, greater corporate governance and a

challenging business environment, then you need a smarter solution from a trusted

industry specialist.


